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Multimedia reviews
Melody Treehouse:
Happy Healthy Songs
Melody Treehouse
£9.99
www.melodytreehouse.com
Reviewed by Julia Jones
The Melody Treehouse Happy Healthy
Songs CD is great fun for everyone,
not just children. The CD is of
exceptional quality and the songs are
lively, educational and memorable.
I played the CD to the children in my
car while we were going to and from
school for a week and by Friday we
were all singing along and had even
made up a few actions for some of
the tracks! Our favourite was the
song about a dragon who has a
nasty cold and needs to learn to use
a tissue rather than just sneezing
everywhere, which teaches children
about the importance of personal
hygiene, in an engaging way.

Other songs include: The
warm up song – to get the
children moving; Teeny Weenie
Mouse - who eats healthy
food; Messy Monster – who
learns to wash his hands
before he eats; Follow Me –
which encourages exercise;
Shower Song – which teaches
children the need to wash;
Furry Monster - who learns
how to brush his hair; The Tidy
Up Song and the Goodbye Song.
The second half of the CD has the
instrumental repeats of the songs so
you can sing along; the words to these
are included inside the pack.
Usually with educational CDs there
is a certain amount of annoyance
involved for the adult, but this was
not the case with Happy Healthy
Songs – I really enjoyed the songs
and found myself singing along
while doing the housework!

The Clickety Books Series
is a selection of stories
to help children develop
speech sound.

Clickety Books Series
Clickety Books
Each book is priced at £7.99, available
from the website.
www.clicketybooks.co.uk
Reviewed by Julia Jones

The books are themed
around different animal
stories such as Lucky
The Plucky Duck, Jake
The Achy Snake, Corky
the Squawky Hawk,
and Jacqueline the
Black Alpaca. Each
story centres on a
particular sound such
as ‘awk’ in the Squawky Hawk story –
an effective way of inspiring children
to repeat sounds.
The illustrations within each book
are fun and interesting for the children.
The book is also accompanied by a
CD of the story, narrated by Rik Mayall,

Special Days 1
Yellow Kangaroo
£20
www.yellowkangaroomusic.com
Reviewed by Tracy Lee
Special Days 1 is an educational
book containing lyrics, instructions
and activities, and comes with a
CD featuring 12 tracks of poems
and songs.
You can also download a fun video
of one of the action songs from
the CD, along with the MP3 of the
song free of charge, by visiting the
website. This is a useful resource
for warming up the children before
exercise or in case they have become
a little lethargic.

The book provides ideas for
activities based on special days
throughout the year, such as
Chinese New Year, Fathers Day,
and Guy Fawkes Night. Songs are
provided, together with ideas for
supporting activities.

I would recommend this for everyone,
it is a valuable resource for anyone
who wishes to teach young children
about personal hygiene, healthy
eating and exercise.

The music on the CD is varied and
perfect for little ears. The children
enjoyed listening to the music
and we tried out some activities.
We particularly liked My Daddy
is a Superman!

who is amusing and has a wonderfully
expressive way of telling the tales.

Special Days 1 would be a great
addition to any early years setting,
as it is always useful to have a
resource that quickly and concisely
provides ideas and inspirations.

This series provides a great way
of encouraging children to repeat
hard-to-form and unusual speech
sounds; the books are interesting
and inviting and the children enjoyed
reading them.

We certainly had some fun with the
resource, and would be interested
to take a look at the others that are
in the series.

I did find that after a few times of
reading the stories the children were
able to identify the words that formed
the specific sounds and say them
before I had a chance to say them,
which I thought was a great sign. The
CDs are a good length for children, as
they are not too long.
I would recommend these books
for everyone who has or works with
children; they are a really fun way of
improving their speech development.
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A Wet and Windy
Harvest for Puddles

is far too curious and gets into a mess
very quickly.

the different curriculums
in both England and Wales.

Written by Gill Vaisey
Published by Books @ Press
ISBN: 978-0-954-72204-3
Reviewed by Julia Jones

Finding appropriate, fun RE resources
for young children is difficult,
especially in Welsh, but Books @
Press have produced a wonderful
range of books, toys and free online
resources. The toys that correspond
to the characters in the stories are of
very high quality and provide a great
way of getting the children involved.

The illustrations are
wonderfully bright and
colourful, the characters
are fun and the children
loved Puddles the cat.
In fact they loved the
story so much I had to
read it at morning and
afternoon story time
for a whole week!

This book centres around the harvest
service and the importance of giving
and helping.
It tells the story of Puddles the cat
who is very curious and playful.
Puddles loves to play with the Autumn
leaves, but once the opportunity to
play inside the church comes along
she goes inside. Puddles finds all
sorts of fun things to play with but she

The free downloadable resources
that accompany the books includes
suggested activities and curriculum
links which are very thorough,
informative and a great asset for the
early years setting. Also included are

learn what she likes and what
she spends her days doing.
The book is of great quality;
with its stiff cover and cardlike pages, it is very durable.
The illustrations are feminine,
cheerful and fun. There are
plenty of flaps to lift, in a slightly
more grown-up way then books
for babies and toddlers.

This is Lulu
Written by Camilla Reid
Published by Bloomsbury
ISBN: 978-1-408-80264-9
Reviewed by Tracy Lee

This is a lovely book to read
one-on-one, so the child can lift
the flaps and answer the questions
the book proposes.

I have not come across the Lulu series
of books yet, and have obviously been
missing out!

We loved this book and the girls went
mad for it; it ticks all the boxes for
them! This is the sort of book that
gives you a lovely warm feeling when
reading it.

This is a gorgeously irresistible tale
about a small girl called Lulu, who
we get to know throughout the story.
As we hear more about her day we

Suggested activity: Discuss what you
think Lulu likes to eat, and then paint
some gorgeously bright pictures in
Lulu style.

I can highly recommend
this book to all early years
settings. I was incredibly
impressed with the quality
and range of products.

Quick, Slow, Mango!
Written by Anik McGrory
Published by Bloomsbury
ISBN: 978-1-408-81561-8
Reviewed by Tracy Lee
This is a charming story about a
baby elephant called Kidogo, and a
monkey called Polepole.
Kidogo is slow and gets distracted by
what is around him, whereas Polepole
is mischievous and never takes his time,
as he is constantly rushing around.

with how well the little elephant is
catching the mangos. So Polepole then
copies what he is doing and manages
to catch a load of mangos for himself.
We liked the simple illustrations and the
story, which highlights that sometimes
it is good to take your time and other
times it is good to be quick.
Suggested activity: Discuss when it
is appropriate to rush, and when it is
better to take your time.

Polepole tries to grab as many
mangos as quickly as he can, but
they all fall down and he does not
actually manage to get any as they
float off down the river…
Kidogo watches the silly monkey
splashing around trying to get the
mangos, and thinks it is funny.
Kidogo then thinks he works out
how to catch the floating mangos.
Polepole watches and is impressed
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